Lib 101 Book Review In-Class Assignment

Find a review for the book below in each of the indexes listed. For each index answer the following questions:

1. What fields did you search?
2. Could you limit your search to book reviews? How?

Author Bucko, Raymond A., 1954-
Title The Lakota ritual of the sweat lodge: history and contemporary practice / Raymond A. Bucko
Publisher Lincoln: Published by the University of Nebraska Press in cooperation with the American Indian Studies Research Center, Indiana University, Bloomington, c1998

1. Find a book review for the above record in one of the Standard Sources.

Lib 101 Book Review In-Class Assignment

Find a review for the book below in each of the indexes listed. For each index answer the following questions:

1. What fields did you search?
2. Could you limit your search to book reviews? How?

Author Bucko, Raymond A., 1954- Title The Lakota ritual of the sweat lodge: history and contemporary practice / Raymond A. Bucko
Publisher Lincoln: Published by the University of Nebraska Press in cooperation with the American Indian Studies Research Center, Indiana University, Bloomington, c1998

1. Find a book review for the above record in one of the Standard Sources.
2. Find a review for the book cited above in the Web of Science. [Hint: Follow the Book Review Search Tips link.]
Lib 101 Book Review In-Class Assignment

Find a review for the book below in each of the indexes listed. For each index answer the following questions:

What fields did you search?

Could you limit your search to book reviews? How?

Author Parker, Patricia A., 1946-
Title Shakespeare from the margins: language, culture, context / Patricia Parker
Publisher Chicago : University of Chicago Press, 1996

1. Find a book review for the above record in one of the Standard Sources.

2. Find a review for the book cited above in Arts & Humanities Search. [Hint: Follow the Book Review Search Tips link.]

Lib 101 Book Review In-Class Assignment

Find a review for the book below in each of the indexes listed. For each index answer the following questions:

What fields did you search?

Could you limit your search to book reviews? How?

Author Herman, Ellen
Title The romance of American psychology: political culture in the age of experts /
Publisher Berkeley : University of California Press, c1995

1. Find a book review for the above record in one of the Standard Sources.

2. Find a review for the book cited above in the Web of Science. [Hint: Follow the Book Review Search Tips link.]
Lib 101 Book Review In-Class Assignment

Find a review for the book below in each of the indexes listed. For each index answer the following questions:

What fields did you search?

Could you limit your search to book reviews? How?


1. Find a book review for the above record in one of the Standard Sources.
2. Find a review for the book cited above in Education Index.
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Find a review for the book below in each of the indexes listed. For each index answer the following questions:

What fields did you search?

Could you limit your search to book reviews? How?

*Title* Religion, politics, and peace / edited by Leroy S. Rouner
*Publisher* Notre Dame, Ind. : University of Notre Dame Press, c1999

1. Find a book review for the above record in one of the Standard Sources.
2. Find a review for the book cited above in ATLA Religion.